Inmarsat MobileLink™
Fixed-to-Mobile Service for Voice and Fax Communications

Features

> **Full Satellite Support:** Supports all satellite phone services offered by Inmarsat.
> **Convenient to use:** Simple voice-prompt instructions to connect with your mobile destination.
> **Language Options:** English, Spanish, or French, selectable upon dialing into the service.
> Internet connections required.
> **Billing:** Simple monthly statements showing calls by Access Code.

Benefits

> **Pay for what you use:** Costs based on usage.
> **Ready to Use:** No extra hardware, software, or Internet connections required.
> **Control costs:** Only one monthly statement helps with cost accountability.

MobileLink supports all satellite phone services offered by Inmarsat operating in any marine, aeronautical, or remote land-based environment. MobileLink offers great savings over the normally higher tariffs of local telephone operators, when calling a satellite phone. It also provides an ideal voice solution in countries where the local telephone operator cannot access the Inmarsat satellite network.

There are four different Inmarsat MobileLink plans:

**MobileLink Easy**
MobileLink Easy is best suited for those who dial a single satellite phone or group of phones on a regular basis. With MobileLink Easy, a specific fixed number is assigned to each voice or fax number that you regularly call, so that you do not have to enter the satellite phone number – the call is connected automatically when you enter the fixed number that has been linked to that specific satellite phone number. You can request for a North American or European fixed number.

**MobileLink Secure**
MobileLink Secure is similar to MobileLink Easy, but adds a protection against undesired usage of the service. With MobileLink Secure, a specific Access Code is assigned to each voice or fax number that you regularly call. After dialing a generic fixed number, you will be prompted to enter your Access Code. Next step is to enter the satellite phone number – the call is connected automatically when you enter the Access Code that has been linked to that specific satellite phone number.

**MobileLink Flex**
MobileLink Flex allows you to dial any satellite phone number. It also supports speed dialing and the use of a personal PIN Code. After dialing a generic fixed number, you will be prompted to enter your Access Code. Next step is to enter the satellite phone number you want to dial. Via a voice prompted menu you can make use of a speed dial number. The list of numbers can be managed by the customer.
MobileLink One

MobileLink One provides users with a customized voice prompt menu that allows them to reach different extensions on one terminal. After dialing a North American or Dutch fixed number you are connected to the voice prompt menu of a vessel or an aircraft. The voice prompt menus are set according to individual customer requirements.

For security, MobileLink One also supports Calling Line Identification and the use of a personal PIN Code.

Contact your Inmarsat Account Manager and request the application form.

MobileLink Flex Features

- **Toll-free Access**: From the UK, North America, Argentina, Uruguay, Hong Kong, and selected cities in Russia.
- **PIN Security**: Optionally a subscriber can receive a 4-digit PIN Code, changeable by the user.
- **Speed Dial**: Capacity to store up to 90 entries exclusive to the assigned account number.

MobileLink One Features

- **Voice prompt menu**: all options configurable (vessel/aircraft name, menu choices).
- **PIN Security**: Optionally a subscriber can receive a 4-digit PIN Code, changeable by the user.
- **Calling Line identification**: Optionally a subscriber can register phone numbers that are allowed to dial the MobileLink One number. Other phone numbers will be refused a connection.

Call: +1 800 563 2255 (North America)  
+1 709 748 4226 (Worldwide)  
Email: help@inmarsat.com  
Web: www.inmarsat.com
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